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Interfacial carrier transportation is a key step in photocatalytic water splitting reaction. Herein, we fabricated

a series of Cu2O@ZnCr-layered double hydroxide (LDH) photocatalysts with tunable interfacial properties,

by precise regulation over a covalent-bonding-bridge structure at the heterointerface. The Cu2O@ZnCr-

LDH photocatalyst with an optimized interface exhibits a stoichiometric production of H2 and O2 with

a generation rate of 3.42 and 1.63 mmol h�1, respectively, without any sacrificial agents or co-catalysts.

This activity is among the highest reported for photocatalysts under the same conditions. By using

extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and coincidence Doppler broadening positron

annihilation spectroscopy (CDB-PAS), for the first time, we substantiated that a bridge-type bonding at

the heterointerface strongly facilitates the interfacial transportation of photo-induced carriers via a Z-

scheme route. This provides direct experimental evidence for carrier interfacial transportation, beyond

previously reported theoretical predictions and simulations. It is expected that this modulation and

optimization over the heterostructure interface can be extended to other dual-semiconductor

photocatalysts with high performance.
Introduction

Semiconductor photocatalysts have evoked considerable atten-
tion in the elds of photovoltaic cells,1,2 water splitting3–5 and
pollutant degradation.6 A photocatalyst with a single compo-
nent generally suffers from inferior catalytic activity or poor
photo-stability, which would be improved by constructing
various heterojunction semiconductor photocatalysts, for
instance, with a p–n junction7,8 and Z-scheme structure.9,10 The
separation and directedmigration of photo-induced carriers are
two critical steps that play an important role in determining the
efficiency of photocatalysts.11 In some elaborately designed
heterojunction photocatalysts, the separation of photo-induced
hole–electron pairs has been achieved efficiently.12–14 However,
for the following carrier transportation process through the
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heterointerface, how to enable a directed and effective charge
transfer instead of random ow still remains a challenging goal.

During the charge transfer process, the interface resistance
of the heterojunction plays an important role in determining
the efficiency of photo-induced carrier migration.15 In order to
reduce the interface resistance, constructing a bridge structure
to make two individual semiconductors more holistic at atomic
and electronic levels provides a feasible route to achieve inter-
face optimization.16 Actually, the existence of a bridge mediator
for specic carrier-transfer has been proved in some phenylene
oligomers17 and proteins systems,18 through the conjugated p,
covalent or hydrogen bond to achieve a highly integrated
donor–bridge–acceptor structure. Especially, our previous work
reported the synthesis of a Cu2O@ZnCr-layered double
hydroxide (LDH) photocatalyst for visible-light-driven water
splitting, in which the importance of interface interactions has
been recognized.19 However, the carrier transfer mechanism at
the heterointerface was still ambiguous, and a precise control
over carrier transportation was not realized due to the difficulty
of interfacial modulation.

In this work, we further improve the carrier transportation
via precise regulation over the covalent-bonding-bridge struc-
ture at the heterointerface of Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH, giving rise to
a 4-fold enhancement in the water splitting rate compared with
our previous work. The Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH photocatalyst with an
optimized bridge structure shows an extremely high gas-
generation-rate of 3.42 and 1.63 mmol h�1 for H2 and O2,
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respectively under visible light in the absence of sacricial
agents and co-catalysts. Based on extended X-ray absorption
ne structure (EXAFS) and coincidence Doppler broadening
positron annihilation spectroscopy (CDB-PAS) techniques,
a direct and in-depth relationship between the modied inter-
face and photocatalytic performance was revealed experimen-
tally, beyond previously documented theoretical predictions
and simulations.

Experimental
Synthesis of Cu2O nanocubes

Cu2O nanocubes were synthesized using a method similar to
that reported in a previous study.19 Briey, CuCl2$2H2O
(1 mmol) was dissolved in deionized water (100 ml) with
vigorous stirring, followed by drop-by-drop addition of a NaOH
solution (2 mol L�1, 10 ml). The mixed solution was maintained
at 55 �C for 30 min. Subsequently, 20 ml of ascorbic acid (aq.,
0.6 mol L�1) was added dropwise into the dark brown solution.
Aer aging for 3 h, a brick-red precipitate was obtained.

Synthesis of Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH core–shell nanospheres

The Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH core–shell nanospheres were prepared by
using Cu2O nanocubes as a so template based on Pearson's
hard and so acid–base (HSAB) principle,20 according to our
previous work.19 100 mg of freshly prepared Cu2O was dispersed
in deionized water (100 ml); then ZnCl2 (50 mg,�0.4 mmol) and
CrCl3$6H2O (50 mg, �0.2 mmol) were dissolved in this solution
with magnetic stirring. Aerwards, a Na2S2O3 solution
(1 mol L�1, 20 ml) was dropped into the above solution with
stirring at room temperature for a xed period (1–4 h). Finally,
the resulting Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH core–shell nanospheres were
washed thoroughly with water and anhydrous ethanol, and then
dried under freeze-drying for 12 h.

Measurements of the photocatalytic properties

The photocatalytic reaction was performed in a Pyrex glass cell
with a constant temperature of 20 �C. The photocatalyst (20 mg)
was suspended in ultrapure water (20 ml) and then thoroughly
degassed with N2. The photocatalytic performance toward water
splitting was evaluated by monitoring the time dependent
production of H2 and O2 under a CEL-HXUV300 Xe lamp
(CEAULIGHT, China) with a lter (l > 420 nm). The power
intensity was xed at 100 mW cm�2 by controlling the distance
between the photocatalytic reactor and the light source. All the
tests were carried out without any sacricial agents or co-
catalysts. The amount of gas production was measured by
using a gas chromatograph (GC-7890II; Techcomp. Co., Ltd.).

Characterization

Cu K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements
were performed at beamline 1W1B of the Beijing Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (BSRF) using a Si (111) double-crystal mono-
chromator in the following two ways: routine test and excited
state test. Briey, the routine test was performed as usual to
obtain the local coordination environment; the excited state test
7872 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 7871–7876
data were collected under light irradiation to capture minor
changes in the valence state resulting from the transient
enrichment of carriers. The typical energy of the storage ring
was 2.5 GeV with a maximum current of 250 mA. The Demeter
soware package was used for data integration and reduction of
the X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) (Athena), as
well as data tting of the extended X-ray absorption ne struc-
ture (EXAFS) (Artemis). The pseudo radial distribution func-
tions were obtained by Fourier transformation (FT) of the
identical selected k3-weighted EXAFS oscillations using
a Kaiser–Bessel window. Data ts were performed in inverse
Fourier transform (FT�1) using theoretical scattering paths
calculated with FEFF8.4. For the excited XAS measurements, we
used the same light source as in the photocatalytic reaction.
Positron annihilation measurements were performed on a fast–
slow coincidence ORTEC system with a time resolution of 187
ps for the full width at half-maximum. A 5 � 105 Bq source of
22Na was sandwiched between two identical samples. The same
Xe lamp with a lter (l > 420 nm) was used for the measure-
ments under light irradiation. The details of other character-
ization procedures are provided in the ESI.†

Results and discussion

By using Cu2O nanocubes (size: �200 nm, Fig. S1, ESI†) as the
so template, hollow Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH nanospheres with
a thin-layer Cu2O core and LDH nanoplate shell were obtained.
The formation mechanism of Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH could be
explained by the HSAB principle20 and Kirkendall effect via the
coordination effect between Cu+ and S2O3

2� ions. Firstly, the
dissolved Cu+ ion as a so acid reacts with the so base S2O3

2�,
forming soluble [Cu2(S2O3

2�)n]
2�2n and OH�. Subsequently,

a co-precipitation reaction of Zn2+ and Cr3+ occurs under this
alkaline condition to produce ZnCr-LDH nanoplatelets on the
surface of cubic Cu2O, accompanied by the inward etching of
Cu2O caused by the Kirkendall effect. During the crystal growth
of ZnCr-LDH nanoplatelets, the S2O3

2� anions enter into their
gallery region to maintain the charge balance. This whole
process results in the formation of hollow Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH
nanospheres with a thin-layer Cu2O core and S2O3

2� interca-
lated ZnCr-LDH shell.

It has been observed in our previous work that the thickness
of the Cu2O layer could be adjusted by changing the synthesis
duration from 10 min to 60 min, which resulted in a tunable
water splitting performance.19 In this work, the reaction time
was further prolonged from 1 h to 4 h to obtain a series of
Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH photocatalysts (denoted as S1, S2, S3 and S4,
respectively). The elemental analysis result shows that the
content of Cu remained almost at a constant level at�6% (wt%,
Fig. S2, ESI†). The scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
transmission electron microscope (TEM) images (Fig. 1a and S3
and S4, ESI†) show that the ZnCr-LDH nanoplatelets (height:
�200 nm) are vertically aligned at the surface of the cubic-
shaped Cu2O core (size: �200 nm, thickness: less than 5 nm).
The crystal phase of the Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH samples was further
conrmed by XRD (Fig. 1b and S5†), which showed an interlayer
spacing (d003) of �0.879 nm, corresponding to S2O3

2� ion
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 1 (a) SEM and TEM (inset) images of the Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH-S4
sample, and (b) XRD patterns of Cu2O, ZnCr-LDH and Cu2O@ZnCr-
LDH-S4, respectively.
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intercalated ZnCr-LDH. Diffuse reectance spectra (Fig. S6,
ESI†) conrm that the Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH samples are all visible-
light-responsive. The results above indicate no obvious differ-
ence in the morphology, composition, crystal structure and
light-response characteristics of S1–S4 samples. In spite of these
similarities, the variation in photocatalytic performance among
these samples is very large (Fig. 2a).

The H2 and O2 production rate increases gradually from S1 to
S4; and the S4 sample exhibits the largest H2 and O2 production
rate of 3.42 and 1.63 mmol h�1, respectively under visible light
without any sacricial agents or co-catalysts. This is 3.8 times
higher than that of the S1 sample, and superior to that of most
reported overall water splitting photocatalysts under the same
conditions.10,21,22 The apparent quantum efficiency (AQE) of all
the samples was calculated according to the H2 generation rate
(Table S1, ESI†), which displays a regular enhancement from 0.20
to 0.76 for S1–S4 samples. The H2 and O2 production reaction was
allowed to proceed for a total period of 25 h (with intermittent
degassing every 5 h) without noticeable activity deterioration
(Fig. 2b) and morphology change of the photocatalyst (Fig. S7,
ESI†), indicating a high stability of Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH against
photocorrosion. The signicant difference in photocatalytic
activity among the S1–S4 samples motivates us to probe the
underlying reasons. We speculate that there might be some
differences in their interfacial characteristics, which is probably
relevant with the enhancement of photocatalytic activity.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) was adopted to investi-
gate the electronic structure and local coordination environ-
ment of the Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH photocatalysts. The normalized
Cu K-edge XANES spectra of S1–S4 samples are shown in Fig. 3a,
Fig. 2 (a) Gas generation rate of S1–S4 samples, and (b) gas generation
as a function of irradiation time (l > 420 nm) in 5 consecutive cycles
(5 h per cycle) over the Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH-S4 photocatalyst.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
with Cu foil, Cu2O and CuO as the reference samples. The pre-
edge peak position of the Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH samples is located
at a photon energy range between the Cu2O and the CuO
reference, indicating that the valence of Cu in all samples is
between +1 and +2, rather close to +1. Furthermore, the shape of
the pre-edge peak and edge peaks for S1–S4 samples changes
regularly (as shown in the arrow area and inset of Fig. 3a),
providing compelling evidence for the change of the coordina-
tion environment around the Cu center atom. The k3-weighted
EXAFS oscillations (Fig. 3b) are Fourier transformed into radial
distribution functions (Fig. 3c and d), whose rst neighbor
shells are tted with Cu–O and Cu–S backscattering pairs at R¼
1.95 Å and 2.22 Å, respectively. Compared with the rst shell
in the R space for Cu2O at R + DR ¼ 1.5 Å, all of these four
Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH samples undergo a positive shi. This
phenomenon is due to the replacement of Cu–O by the Cu–S
bond via the formation of a Cu–(S2O3

2�)/LDH bridge structure
at the heterointerface, which leads to a longer radial distance
for the Cu center atom in Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH samples compared
with that of Cu2O. According to the EXAFS tting results
(Table S2, ESI†), we nd that, for the samples from S1 to S4, the
coordination number (CN) of Cu–O decreases from �1.34 to
�0.52, and that of Cu–S increases from �1.63 to �2.68, indi-
cating the accumulation of Cu–S bonds at the heterointerface,
with increasing the reaction time from 1 to 4 h.

To quantitatively describe the degree of interfacial modi-
cation by Cu–S bonding, we dene an r-parameter based on the
ratio of the coordination number of Cu–S and Cu–O bonds, as
shown in eqn (1).

r ¼ CNðCu� SÞ
CNðCu�OÞ (1)
Fig. 3 (a) Normalized XANES signals with the enlarged pre-edge
region (inset); (b) k3-weighted EXAFS oscillations; (c) Fourier trans-
formed (not corrected for phase shift) EXAFS signals; the solid lines in
b and c are the fitting results and the grey dots represent the experi-
mental data; (d) overlaying of radial distribution functions for the S1–S4
samples and Cu2O reference (all the curves are taken from c in order to
provide a comparison). All the colorful curves are present in the same
order in a, b and c.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2018, 6, 7871–7876 | 7873
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With this description, the r-parameter was calculated as 1.22,
2.33, 3.73 and 5.15 for S1–S4 samples, respectively. In addition,
the R + DR value of the rst neighbor shell becomes larger with
the increased r-parameter (Fig. 3d), indicating a gradually
enhanced average-bond-length of the rst shell, caused by an
improved extent of interfacial modication. For the signals of
the higher shell at R ¼ 3.08 Å, attributed to the Cu–Cu back-
scattering pair, the intensity decreases with the increase of
r-parameter. Especially for the S4 sample with the highest
r-parameter, the coordinate number of Cu–Cu almost decreases
to zero (Fig. 3b and Table S2, ESI†), indicating an ultrathin
disordered structure of the Cu2O shell in the heterostructure.

In order to gure out the ow direction of the photo-
generated electrons in the Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH photocatalysts,
excited state XAS was performed under light irradiation (Fig. 4a,
l > 420 nm). The pre-edge absorption peak of the Cu2O@ZnCr-
LDH photocatalysts appears at 8982.65 eV without light irradi-
ation; while it moves to 8982.32 eV (with a negative shi of 0.33
eV) upon illumination, which reveals an obvious transient
decrease in the charge density of copper. In addition, the
photon energy shi is accompanied by reversible on/off of the
irradiation for several cycles (Fig. 4b). However, the radial
distribution function in the Fourier transform (FT) of the EXAFS
oscillations (Fig. 4c) does not undergo any shiwhen the light is
switched on and off, indicating that the local coordination
environment and the chemical bonds remain in the same state.
The shi in the pre-edge is attributed to the transient change of
the electronic structure arising from the photo-excited enrich-
ment of electrons other than atomic structure change. These
results illustrate that the photoexcited electrons from the
conduction band (CB) of ZnCr-LDH can inject into the valence
band (VB) of Cu2O, forming a Z-scheme heterojunction, by
taking into consideration the band structure match between
Fig. 4 Excited state XAS data of Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH-S4 with and
without light irradiation: (a) normalized XANES signals for the pre-edge
region; (b) transient Cu K-edge XAS data and (c) Fourier transformed
EXAFS signals from k3-weighted oscillations; (d) schematic illustration
of the photoexcited carrier separation/transport in the Cu2O@ZnCr-
LDH photocatalyst.
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Cu2O and ZnCr-LDH.8,19,23 In such a Z-scheme photocatalyst,
upon light irradiation, the photoexcited electrons from the CB
of ZnCr-LDH can inject into the VB of Cu2O through the bridge-
type interface. The injected electrons neutralize the photo-
generated holes of Cu2O and inhibit its self-oxidation, giving
rise to a largely enhanced photostability. The electrons from the
CB of Cu2O and the holes in the VB of ZnCr-LDH participate in
the reduction and oxidation of water molecule to produce H2

and O2, respectively (Fig. 4d). In addition, the transient XAS of
the sample collected aer photocatalytic reaction exhibits the
same trend in the shi between light-on and light-off states,
conrming the good stability of the photocatalyst (Fig. S8, ESI†).

The relationship between Cu–S bond modication and
photoelectrochemical properties of the photocatalysts was
investigated by transient current–potential, photoluminescence
(PL) spectroscopy and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) measurements. The photocurrent exhibits an obvious
increase with the increment of r-parameter (Fig. S9, ESI†),
which indicates an improved mobility of photoexcited charge
carriers with the interfacial modication by the Cu–S bond. The
PL intensity (Fig. S10, ESI†) of ZnCr-LDH (at 470 and 600 nm)
shows a signicant decline with the construction of the Cu–
(S2O3

2�)/LDH bridge structure, and the degree of reduction is
positively correlated with the increase of r-parameter. This
phenomenon implies that in the presence of the Cu–(S2O3

2�)/
LDH bridge structure, the excited electrons in ZnCr-LDH are
inclined to migrate to Cu2O instead of de-excitation to release
uorescence. The EIS test (Fig. S11, ESI†) shows that the charge-
transfer resistance for the Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH photocatalysts
upon illumination is much lower than that without light irra-
diation. In addition, with the increase of r-parameter, the
charge-transfer resistance decreases from 416 to 263 U (Table
S3, ESI†), demonstrating that the charge transfer properties of
the Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH photocatalysts can be optimized through
the modication of the Cu–S bond at the heterointerface.

The coincidence Doppler broadening (CDB) method in
positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) is a powerful tool for
nondestructive investigation of defects in materials.24 However,
to our knowledge, the CDB-PAS technique has not been used to
reveal the charge transfer properties of a heterojunction pho-
tocatalyst. In PAS, the energy of the g-photon captured by two
identical high-purity germanium (Ge) detectors is described as
Eg. Based on CDB treatment, two key parameters S and W are
dened as the ratio of counts appearing in the central area of
the 511 keV photo-peak (|511 keV � Eg| # 0.86 keV) and the
wing region (1.6 keV# |Eg � 511 keV|# 4 keV) to the total area
of the photo-peak,25,26 to quantify the fraction of annihilated
positrons with the low-momentum-electrons (valence electrons)
and high-momentum-electrons (core electrons), respectively
(Fig. 5a, eqn (2)). �

S ¼ A=sum
W ¼ ðB1þ B2Þ=sum (2)

In general, the S-parameter is a signature for the annihila-
tion probability of positrons with valence electrons. In a pho-
tocatalyst with a heterostructure, if the S-parameter increases
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 5 (a) Schematic definition for S- and W-parameters in CDB-PAS
measurements. (b) S-parameter for the different Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH
samples; the inset shows the difference in S-parameter (DS) between
light on and off states.
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under light irradiation, it means that the photoelectrons are
prone to migrate from one semiconductor to another instead of
recombination with holes, and vice versa. Based on the variation
tendency of the S-parameter, a direct understanding of the
migration ability of the photoexcited electron at the hetero-
interface can be expected. The S-parameter for the Cu2O@ZnCr-
LDH samples was calculated using eqn (2) based on CBD-PAS.
No obvious uctuation of the S-parameter for S1–S4 samples is
observed without light irradiation (orange line in Fig. 5b).
However, when the test was in situ performed under light irra-
diation, the S-parameter displays an obvious increase, indi-
cating an enhancement of the annihilation probability of
positrons with the low-momentum-electrons (valence elec-
trons). Furthermore, the S-parameter exhibits an increase with
the increment of r-parameter (purple line in Fig. 5b). In other
words, as the r-parameter increases, the difference in S-
parameter (DS) for the samples between dark and illuminated
states increases (inset in Fig. 5b). The results above conrm that
the transfer efficiency for the photo-induced carrier is improved
with the successful construction and optimization of the
Cu–(S2O3

2�)/LDH bridge structure at the heterointerface, which
is responsible for the extremely high photocatalytic activity
toward water splitting.
Conclusions

In summary, a Cu2O@ZnCr-LDH photocatalyst with high
activity toward visible light water splitting was obtained by
elaborate modication and optimization at the heterointerface.
By using the CDB-PAS technique, the transportation behavior of
photoexcited electrons was traced for the rst time, to reveal the
relationship between the interfacial structure and the photo-
catalytic performance. Based on XAS, photocurrent, EIS and PL
measurements, the photo-induced charge transfer behavior at
the interface of a dual-semiconductor heterojunction has been
understood in-depth and expounded. The excellent perfor-
mance is attributed to the precise regulation over the
Cu–(S2O3

2�)/LDH bond, which acts as a passing bridge to
improve charge transfer and thus allows a high utilization of
photo-induced carriers. It is expected that the insights in the
present study will open up opportunities for the rational design
and preparation of new photocatalysts with heterostructures.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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